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FAITH AND CoNTEMPLATION. By René Voillaume. Darton, Longman & 
Todd, 1974. 120 pp. 8op. 

CHRIST IS PASSING BY. By Josemaria Escriva de Balaguer. Veritas Pub
lications: Dublin, 1974. 250 pp . .[,4 cloth, .[,1.95 paper. 

You HE MAnE AuVE. By Peter Hocken. Darton, Longman & Todd, 
1974. 126 pp . .[,1. 

Of these three Roman Catholic works, only one was written to be read, 
the others were written as sermons and retreat addresses. The talks in 
René Voillaume' s Faith and Contemplation were first given at a retreat for 
lay people, trying to live in the world according to the ideals of Charles 
de Foucauld. Currently these ideals have a strong appeal, and Voillaume 
is their best known spokesman. He considers modero man at sorne length 
and remarks amongst his salient characteristics his concern for freedom, 
his orientation towards the future and his tendency towards universality. 
His relation of these fairly routine observations to Christian spirituality is 
convincing and his plea for simplicity of style in the apostolic rnission 
carries weight. 

The sermon is a peculiar medium, which is why those who have to 
preach ought to read more sermons than they often do. These sermons 
Christ is Passing By by Escriva de Balaguer speak plainly of God and are 
informed by a deep devotion, but their style, while quite direct, will be 
neither a familiar nor an easy one for English readers without experience 
of the Roman Catholic hornily. 

You He Made Alive is by a Roman Catholic priest influenced by the 
charismatic movement. lt is at once a most refreshing and balanced book, 
quite short, but full of sane and stimulating perception. The relations 
between fixed and free, liturgical and private prayer are exarnined 
together with the fears and anxieties peculiar to each. Odd sentences 
convey the Scriptural tone of the whole book: "The Bible helps us to 
get our tenses right in prayer; we learn the balance between 'the Lord 
has done it', 'the Lord is doing it' and 'the Lord will do it' "; "Because 
praise is just rejoicing in God, it is of no earthly use. This is not a reason 
for criticizing it, but a reason for doing it !'' and "The prayer of praise is 
inherently extravagant - for that is what God is like !" 
St Mark's Vicarage, Surbiton D. R. WATSON 

IDEAS OF ÜRDER: The rnid-nineteenth century renewal of Anglican 
theological method. By Hamish F. G. Swanston. Van Gorcum, 1974· 
244 pp. 38.50 Dfl. 

Hampden, Mansel, Maurice and Jowett all show a "willingness to accept 
contemporary terms for theological discussion", to help men seek an 
idea of order for their lives, and all react, in one way or another, to 
Butler, though hardly anything else connects them. There is nothing 
startling on Mansel or Maurice, but Dr Swanston gives a thorough 
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analysis of Hampden and his category of "fact" which puts the Bamptons 
of 1832 in a new light. He sees Jowett as the most important of the four, 
denied his true significance by the reaction to Essays and Reviews. For 
Jowett "the world was vital with strangeness" and complexity, because 
life is larger than logic, persons are various, and each age is different: 
how, then, can certainty be demanded? Historical study relativizes all 
dogmatic systems built up by Church and crude scientism alike, the study 
of language shows the folly of tying meaning too closely to words. But 
the New Testament, when approached contextually and not merely 
grammatically, reflects a primary religious experience which its language 
cannot contain. The best theology is biography, and the best biography 
is Christ' s - not Christ simply as exemplar but Christ with whom we may 
have a true communion. In later life Jowett believed that theology in this 
sense could no longer be written but could be lived, in fellowship, at the 
Master's table at Balliol. 

Dr Swanston paints a sympathetic portrait. He removes a number of 
obscurities but not the doubts raised by W estcott and Hort, and others 
since. J owett' s scholarship was careless: did that suggest a deeper care
lessness? He never accepted that Christianity depended on certain historical 
events. He found Hegel a mental refuge, perhaps because he did not really 
understand the concrete reality of individual men (not the beautiful 
young men of Balliol but common labourers and the real, not the 
idealized, poor). Of course, these were the faults of much Idealist theology, 
and Jowett's accuracy in reflecting its achievements as well as its draw
backs was, perhaps, unique for his time. His approach to hermeneutics 
and a sociological theory of knowledge certainly makes him a figure for 
modern study. The most fascinating question of all remains, whether he 
could have made English theology more akin to German models, and so 
finally have vanquished the old certainties which the Tractarians' heirs 
wished to re-establish. 

1 counted 26 misprints, and something very odd has happened on 

page 7. 
The University of Hull IEUAN ELLIS 

LE CHRISTIANISME ÉcLATÉ. By Michel de Certeau and Jean-Marie 
Domenach. Editions du Seuil, 1974. 119 PP· 

NEW V1sION OF GLORY. By Richard Holloway. Mowbrays, 1974. 198 pp. 

.[,2.75. 
THEOLOGY AND JoY. By Jürgen Moltmann. SCM Press, 1973. vi+90 pp. 

.[,2.50 cloth, .[,1.25 paper. 
These three books - from France, Britain and Germany - inquire into 
the difficulties modern man has in working out a faith which is both 
complete and contemporary. 

Michel de Certeau and Jean-Marie Domenach, in the transcript of a 
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